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Friend,

This month: The complete Summit 2021 Content Library is now up, targeting
“upstream” social determinants of health, notes on Do You Mind? year one,
increasing access to gender-affirming care in Nova Scotia, and more.

 

 

 
 THE LATEST

 

1.
 The complete Content Library for Summit 2021: Disrupt and Reconstruct is now up. You’ll

be able to catch recordings of 27 of this year’s presentations, discussions, roundtables,
workshops, and keynotes, not to mention our pre-Summit events and poster presentations.

 

2.
 A recent study conducted by CBRC has found few LGBTQ2+ health programs in Canada

actually target “upstream” social determinants of health. In a post on our site, Rob Higgins
(University of Victoria) breaks down what we mean by social determinants and why he thinks
such a large gap in programming exists. “We can’t expect our health outcomes to improve to
the point of the general population if we aren’t also seeing improvements in our social
determinants of health. There’s more to the picture than just healthcare access.” 

 

3.
 CBRC’s Do You Mind? program, which provides opportunities for gender and sexual minority

youth to become mental health-savvy knowledge holders and advocates, just published an
executive summary of its first year of activities. In the report, we share highlights from the pilot
program and hear about interventions in Alberta, British Columbia, and Nova Scotia. The 2022
edition of Do You Mind? is well underway with the support of returning partners YouthCO,
EMHC, and The Youth Project. MAX Ottawa has also joined this year’s cohort. We expect to
have data on the 2022 edition in the coming months.

 

4.
 CBRC is excited to announce that our Executive Director, Jody Jollimore, is expecting a baby

in early February! In anticipation of his parental leave, which is expected to be for 3-4 months,
CBRC’s Knowledge Exchange and Policy Development Director, Michael Kwag, will be moving
into an Acting Executive Director role. Congratulations Jody and Michael!

 

 

 
 THE READ  In this month’s edition of The Read, we talk about two new CBRC trainings which are helping

to increase capacity for gender-affirming care in Nova Scotia. “Accessing gender-affirming
hormones in a timely fashion is crucially important for trans and gender nonconforming
people’s health and wellbeing,” says Kirk Furlotte, CBRC’s Atlantic Regional Manager. Despite
improvements in the delivery of trans health care in Canada, many healthcare providers still
lack training on how to provide gender-affirming care including hormone therapy, despite their
desire to treat patients of diverse gender identities. We look at how these two training
programs have led to shorter wait times for some folks.

   

 

 

  
 OUR COMMUNITY:

Fowzia Huda
 A self-professed “big city kid,” Fowzia Huda has called Edmonton home for the past eight

years, after moving there to complete her BSc. in Applied Psychology at U of A and GradD. in
Psychological Assessments from CUE. Since October 2020, she’s held the role of National
Program Coordinator for Do You Mind?, CBRC’s mental health-focused sexual and gender
minority youth leadership program, now in its second year of operation in Vancouver,
Edmonton, Ottawa and Halifax. Through providing participants with guidance and expertise to
both create and carry out intervention programming that meets what they see as the specific
needs of their communities, DYM? both empowers and enlightens 2SLGBTQIA+ youth across
the country.

“Do You Mind? essentially provides a space where individuals with similar experiences or very
diverse experiences come together and collaborate on a shared vision for the community,
thereby fostering a sense of belonging and a sense of identity,” she says. Initiatives from last
year and this current cycle have ranged from the Small Wins, Queer Victories zine printed in
Nova Scotia, Rural Queer Connections programming focused at rural Alberta’s 2SLGBTQA+
youth, and the British Columbia-based Supporting Folks Experiencing Suicidal Ideation online
resource.

A welcoming and engaged subject, getting Fowzia to speak about herself takes some gentle
prodding (“this is the longest I’ve talked about myself!”), yet she reveals a career path long
focused on providing support, starting with volunteer work at a domestic violence shelter in
Bangladesh at the age of 16. Disliking both the biology and pharmacy majors she tried on for
size in the US, Fowzia followed the pull towards trauma work and a move northward into
Canada.

Fowzia’s activist history extends from HIV Edmonton to Salaam Canada, a representation
group for the Queer Muslim Community. Clearly, it’s no exaggeration when she exclaims, “I
need to keep busy!” But in her restful moments, she relaxes with her cat Dr. Butter, an orange
short hair domestic tabby she’s co-pampering with her partner with spa days and playdates,
and by watching her current favourite psychological thriller Yellowjackets. Those triggered by
the series’ titular insect need not worry: “It doesn’t have any wasps! Trust me!” 
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 [DYM?] is not a group therapy program, but a
space where we welcome individual

experiences—their vision, what they really want
to do for the community, and how we can
support that work and that vision for the
community. I think that’s really incredible.

 

 

 

  
 IN CASE YOU MISSED IT  Community-based organizations in several provinces continue to distribute free HIV self-test

kits to GBT2Q folks between now and mid-February through CBRC’s Test Now Program.
Michael Kwag shares his reflections on the passage of Bill C-4, the federal conversion
therapy ban passed by Parliament last month, including his own experiences with the
harmful practice.

 

 

  
 CBRC IN THE MEDIA  Student newspaper The Gauntlet (University of Calgary) published an interview they

conducted with Michael Kwag shortly after the passing of Bill C-4. Kwag’s recent New York
Times interview was also repurposed for a feature published in Pink News.
CBRC’s National STBBI Testing and Linkage Implementation Manager, Chris Draenos,
spoke to Rabble about our efforts to provide free HIV self-test kits to GBT2Q folks through
the Test Now Program. The interview is also available as a podcast.
Brook Biggin, CBRC’s Program Development Director, was quoted in an article in The
Edmonton Journal about the Test Now Program.
CRBC’s Research Director Nathan Lachowsky spoke in-depth with The Toronto Star’s This
Matters podcast about the history of Canada’s blood donation ban and how the proposed
changes will ultimately benefit the health system.

 

 

  
 COMING UP...  We are excited to share the findings from our SOGIECE/CT Survivor Support Project, which

will include survivor stories, survivor initiatives and supports, as well as access to educational
resources and research to increase knowledge and understanding of SOGIECE and its impact.

 

 

 
 Get Involved

 
 CBRC is still running a letter campaign calling on the Canadian government to increase HIV,

hepatitis C, and STBBI funding. Click here to read more about the campaign and to send
your letter to the Minister of Health.

 

 

 

 
 
 

Community-Based Research Centre (CBRC) promotes the health of people of diverse
sexualities and genders through research and intervention development.

To learn more visit www.cbrc.net.
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